Mike Schofield Picks Up Trump Playbook for Another Run
Schofield’s blind partisanship has already been rejected by District 132 Voters
There are few Texas Republicans more open about their support of Donald Trump than
Mike Schofield. Schofield ran his recent primary campaign on his unwavering support of
Trump, telling voters he would “stand with President Trump” on the President’s reckless
agenda. It’s not a surprise. Schofield is a career Republican political hack who has
made his way by towing the party line. After the voters of Harris County threw him out of
office in 2018, Schofield’s unwavering allegiance to the Trump-wing of the Texas GOP
landed him a cushy job with one of Donald Trump’s top allies in Austin.
It may be a new year, but Schofield is running on the same deeply partisan, divisive
agenda that voters have already rejected once – take a look:
● Stands with insurance company special interests over Harris County
Families: Just months before Hurricane Harvey ravaged Houston, Mike
Schofield co-authored a sweetheart bill for his insurance company donors that
made it harder for Harris County families who suffer storm damage to get fair
payment for losses. In return, his insurance industry friends have lined his
campaign coffers with tens of thousands of dollars in corporate special interest
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campaign donations.
● Attacks on Quality Healthcare and Science: Mike Schofield wants to repeal of
the Affordable Care Act (ACA) that would take away protections for Texans with
pre-existing conditions access to quality, affordable healthcare and prescription
drugs. While working to dismantle the ACA, Schofield has also stood with
Trump-Republicans in the Texas Legislature to block the expansion of healthcare
for over 1 million Texans, supported efforts to block access to reproductive
healthcare services even in cases of rape and lauds support from anti-vaccine
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radicals who deny science.

HB 1774, (85R) RV 841; Texas Ethics Commission, Accessed 7/2020
i VoterGuide; SB 1, Amendment 118 (85R) RV 199; SB 8, Amendment 3 to Amendment 2 (85R) RV
1377; Texans for Vaccine Choice
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● Attacks on Public Schools: Mike Schofield has voted to cripple public schools
and prevent the expansion of high-quality pre-K. Multiple times, Schofield has
voted for private school vouchers that would shift millions of dollars away from
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local neighborhood public schools and give it to unaccountable private schools.

HB 21, Amendment 32 (85R) RV 310; SB 1, Amendment 8 (85R) RV 165; SB 1 Amendment 9 (85R) RV
163
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